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Enigmatic Barnes seals Villa’s fate 
Goals from Beardsley and Barnes leave Liverpool as only first division club to have 
won all their League matches  
JOSEF Venglos is unequivocal in his assessment of Liverpool. ``They are the best 
team in Europe.'' When urged to confirm the accuracy of his statement, Aston 
Villa's Czechoslovak manager said that, in his opinion, they are better even than 
AC Milan, who last season retained the European Cup.  
If only Liverpool could have put his hypothesis to the test in the Continent's 
premier competition. As Venglos implicitly agreed, their superiority in the first 
division is so unmistakably clear that they promise to win the title by a 
comfortable margin again this season without being stretched to the limit.  
Only their patience was extended at Anfield on Saturday, when Villa were beaten 
2-1, in a fixture decided by members of England's World Cup squad. Beardsley, 
with typically twinkling feet, put Liverpool ahead and after Platt had equalised 
with a close-range header, Villa clung on to a position of respectability for an 
hour.  
Kenny Dalglish was less than magnanimous when he suggested that Villa 
``perhaps came for a point''. Even if foolhardy visitors do go to Anfield with a 
more adventurous policy, it will be changed inevitably by his own side. ``Liverpool 
push every opponent back,'' Venglos said. ``Many sides are pushed back more 
than we were.''  
He could not be accused of exaggeration if he was describing only the first half. 
Thereafter Villa resembled the first two rows of the Kop and Liverpool eventually 
amassed a total of 52 crosses, an astonishing figure which is unlikely to be 
surpassed in matches featuring the more prominent clubs this season.  
``Anything other than a win for us would have been a travesty of justice,'' Dalglish 
said. His opinion was wholly justified, but he might care to consider two 
questions. Why did Liverpool fail to convert any of their crosses and why persist 
with the ploy when it is so evidently unsuccesssful?  
Rather than playing directly to the strengths of Villa's efficient sweeper system 
(the aerial power of McGrath, Mountfield and Nielsen), Liverpool would have 
benefited from more deep runs. The odd long-range shot, as Barnes was to 
illustrate so spectacularly, was also worth trying.  
Until Liverpool saw the whites of the penalty area markings, they might have 
been staging an exhibition of excellence specifically for the benefit of Venglos. In 
an interview in The Times on Saturday, he rightly claimed that the passing and the 
movement in the English game needs to be improved.  
Liverpool have long mastered those arts, but they are comparatively deficient in 
another, that of goal-scoring. If Lineker were leading their attack, for instance, 
even the most blinkered of AC Milan's followers might be reluctant to see 
Venglos's theory put into practice. Liverpool would, in that case, be close to the 
ultimate side.  
Rush has never been as prolific since he returned from Juventus. Several years 
ago, when his acceleration was still explosive, the damage he caused was 
invariably excessive. Nowadays, as on Saturday, he is liable to miss half a dozen 
chances. Once, when put through, he allowed even the relatively ponderous 
McGrath to recover. As it was, ``we needed something special,'' Rush admitted, 
and Barnes provided it, notably with his right foot.  
His drive, which cannoned in off the underside of the bar, sealed his own 
enterprising afternoon and stirred a familiar debate. How can the Footballer of 
the Year continue to shine so consistently for his club and yet be so negligible 
whenever he represents his country?  
Graham Taylor, the England manager, has already provided the simple answer. 
Barnes will set off on numerous runs in every game for Liverpool, particularly at 
Anfield. England, unable to dominate internationals to such an extent, may be 
able to release Barnes on perhaps five occasions. His freedom is further 
diminished by the competence of the opposition. Price, Villa's right back, might as 
well have been attempting to catch a blob of mercury.  
Rush fears that the interest of Italian clubs, which faded instantly during the 
summer, could be renewed if the scouts see Barnes in such irresistible form. The 
destiny of the championship would be viewed in a different light should Barnes 
fulfil his own ambition and move abroad. Otherwise Liverpool, the only club to 
have collected maximum points, seem certain to go on extending their lead.  
At first glance all of the other leading contenders have flaws. Arsenal are unlikely 
to score enough goals, Tottenham Hotspur will probably concede too many, 
Manchester United will be inconsistent in both departments and Everton are in 
disarray. Leeds United and particularly Crystal Palace cannot be expected to 
maintain their initial challenge.  
Nor can Villa, last season's runners-up, be optimistic of climbing so high. They 
have faltered ever since Taylor chose to buy Cascarino in the middle of March.  
Villa have won four of 12 matches since he arrived and their scoring rate has 
declined. On the only two occasions they have claimed more than one goal, Olney 
shared the burden. Left largely on his own on Saturday, Cascarino was as effective 
as a tall ship drifting in the Red Sea.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Hysen, G Ablett, S Nicol, R Wheelan, G Gillespie, P 
Beardsley, R Houghton, I Rush, J Barnes, S McMahon.  
ASTON VILLA: N Spink; C Price, A Gray, P McGrath, D Mountfield, K Nielsen, A 
Dailey, D Platt, K Gage, G Cowans, A Cascarino.  
Referee: K Hackett.  
 

 
Barnes blows Villa’s cover 
THE British blanket defence is much employed against Liverpool. On Saturday it 
was the turn of the Continental quilt which, according to Shirley Conran's advice 
in 'Superwoman', can be the equivalent of at least three blankets.  
She does, however, warn against inferior or inadequate fillings, and 'cold spots' 
caused by movement of the filling. Aston Villa's manager Jozef Venglos flung his 
duvet over Anfield but could not keep the draughts out.  
When Platt equalised Beardsley's wonderful opening goal, the good doctor was to 
be seen standing in front of his dug-out, arms spread and hands gesticulating, like 
a conductor settling the orchestra before the next crescendo. But the rousing 
finish belonged to Liverpool and, in particular, Barnes.  
Many of the Villa fans booed him savagely from the start, as has become the 
unfortunate post World Cup fashion. But to pretend this heckling is mere 
disappointment at his performances in Italy would to be naive. It is racist, ugly 
and vile.  
Villa had every reason to fear the worst when Beardsley, who had a vintage first 
half, performed that lovely little right-foot drag act which has unhinged so many 
defences, finishing with the sweetest of low left-foot shots.  
Dalglish stood, applauded, and then, still clapping his hands, turned in the 
direction of the Press box as if to make a point, although this will not stop 
speculation about Beardsley's future. He did fade rather sharply in the second 
half, but by then Barnes's strength was growing.  
Platt, who like all his colleagues ran his legs off, took his headed goal with elan. 
Yet again it showed Liverpool's vulnerability at set pieces.  
But such was Liverpool's domination of the second half that Villa were barely able 
to test Liverpool's aerial defences again although in one rare break Cascarino did 
beat Grobbelaar to a high cross, Whelan clearing. Restricted as they were, Villa's 
expectations of a draw grew ever higher.  
Ablett, playing in place of the injured Burrows, saw much of the ball on the left, 
but his crossing was well below Liverpool par. On the right, Nicol continually 
found space, only to be left standing as Houghton regularly set off on diagonal 
shuttles that came to nothing or, more exactly, to McGrath's solid station.  
It would be interesting to know how many winning goals Liverpool have scored in 
the last two minutes during the last 25 years. It is a marvellous habit, or damned 
annoying, depending on your view. You felt a little sorry for Villa, but no sympathy 
whatsoever for the boo boys. Barnes had well and truly stuffed them.  
SCORERS: Liverpool: Beardsley (12min), Barnes (88). Aston Villa: Platt (24).  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Hysen, Ablett, Nicol, Whelan, Gillespie, Beardsley, 
Houghton, Rush, Barnes, McMahon.  
Aston Villa: Spink; Price, Gray, McGrath, Mountfield, Nielsen, Daley, Platt, Gage, 
Cowans, Cascarino.  
Referee: K Hackett (Sheffield). 
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Barnes’s late strike for Liverpool deflates Villa’s challenge 
LIVERPOOL 2 ASTON VILLA 1  
LIVERPOOL 2(4-4-2): Grobbelaar; Nicol, Hysen, Gillespie, Ablett; Houghton, 
Whelan, McMahon, Barnes; Rush, Beardsley.  
ASTON VILLA 1(5-3-2): Spink; Price, Mountfield, Nielsen, McGrath, Gray; Gage, 
Platt, Cowans; Daley, Cascarino.  
Goals: Beardsley (12min) 1-0; Platt (24min) 1-1; Barnes (88min) 2-1.  
Weather: dull. Ground: soft.  
Referee: K Hackett (Sheffield).  
LIVERPOOL did it, just. A fulminating shot by Barnes a couple of minutes from 
time gave them a victory which did not flatter them, although they did make very 
heavy weather of exploiting their general superiority. Villa, falling a goal behind, 
bravely got it back, but thereafter, theirs was largely a rearguard action.  
Liverpool took the lead through a revitalised Beardsley. Receiving from Ablett in 
the inside-left position, he went past Price, dragged the ball wide of McGrath, one 
of Villa's three centre-backs, and swept his left-footed shot into the far corner of 
Spink's net.  
For a while, Liverpool put Villa under substantial pressure. But Villa were by no 
means toothless tigers. Gage took a return ball from Platt, shot strongly, and 
Grobbelaar flew across his goal, this time to concede a left-wing corner. The 
reliable Cowans curled it in, Nielsen flicked on, and Platt, that notable 
opportunist, headed in by the post.  
By the second half, Villa were largely reduced to breakaways, but the task of 
Cascarino and Daley, up on their own, was not easy. There was simply too much 
space between them.  
At last Villa moved Platt into attack. Platt had been doing a lot of unselfish work in 
midfield, and it might have been politic to advance McGrath into that area.  
It was that Barnes, whose feet had twinkled all afternoon, who finally put 
Liverpool ahead a few minutes from time. Near the left angle of the penalty box, 
he made space for a sudden diagonal shot which flew across Spink and in off the 
bar, a just reward for his skills. Barnes's all-round display deserved such a reward.  

 


